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Abstract 

Surface modification is often required in order to improve the biological and tribological properties of metallic implants. In the 
present study, Co-Cr-Mo alloy was oxidized in atmospheric condition to create oxide interlayer (Cr2O3) prior to hydroxyapatite 
(HA) coating. The effect of oxide interlayer on the adhesion strength of HA coating on oxidized Co-Cr-Mo substrate was 
investigated. The surface of oxide interlayer was rough and contained abundant of pores, which helps in providing better 
mechanical interlocking to HA coating. Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction techniques were used to characterize 
the surface morphology of the HA coating whilst a Revetest scratch test was used to measure the adhesion strength of HA coating 
on oxidized substrates. The oxide interlayer on the substrate was able to prevent severe cracks while maintaining the porosity of 
the coated layer. Scratch test results showed that adhesion strength of the HA coating on substrates with interlayer was 
significantly higher than those without interlayer (1.40 N Vs 1.04 N; p<0.05). Increasing sintering temperature increases 
adhesion strength proportionally. These findings suggest that the porous oxide interlayer provides better anchorage whilst 
minimizing surface cracks of HA on Co-Cr-Mo substrates. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the Advances in Material & Processing Technologies 
Conference. 
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1. Introduction 

Cobalt chromium molybdenum (Co-Cr-Mo) alloys have long being used for orthopaedic and dental implants due 
to their good mechanical and biocompatibility properties [1, 2]. To improve the implant performance, HA coatings 
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were introduced, resulting in increased implant bioactivity and bone bonding ability [3, 4]. It has also been 
demonstrated that HA reduces the release of potentially harmful metal ions and protects against corrosion [5-7]. 
Several methods of coating HA onto these implants have been previously described. These include plasma spraying 
[8], sputtering process [9, 10], biomimetic [11, 12], electrochemical deposition [13, 14] and sol-gel [13, 15, 16, 17]. 
Among these, the use of sol-gel technique provides many advantages: high HA purity, homogeneous composition 
and low synthesis temperature (25oC - 800oC) [4, 18, 19]. The use of direct sol-gel HA coating onto implants has 
been widely reported for titanium [15, 20-22] and steel based alloys [23-26]. However, the use of sol-gel technique 
on Co based implants have not been reported although the use of other techniques such as investment casting [27], 
electrophoretic deposition (EPD) [14] and biomimetic [28] have shown to been successful. Despite the many 
advantages of HA coating, poor adhesion strength between HA and the underlying substrate [29-31] and the low 
cohesive strength of the coated material [31, 32] are still major issues which remains unresolved. These issues often 
results in severe cracks and delamination of HA from the substrates, which would eventually lead to implant failure 
[29, 31-33]. To overcome these issues, researchers have designed an intermediate layer that, when placed between 
the brittle HA and the substrate, enhances the adhesive metal-ceramic (HA) bonding and coating integrity [24, 29]. 
As an example, the use of nitride as an interlayer on pure titanium prior to HA coating has been shown to improve 
adhesion ability dramatically [34]. However, many of the techniques and expertise required to produce this effect is 
costly and are usually technically challenging. Furthermore, the use of such techniques on Co-Cr-Mo alloys has 
never been established. In the present study, we describe a cheap, reliable and quick method to produce chromium 
oxide (Cr2O3) interlayer on Co-Cr-Mo substrate through an oxidation process prior to HA coating. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first study ever described using this technique for coating HA on Co-Cr-Mo alloy. The HA 
coating sintered at various temperatures on the Co-Cr-Mo substrate with and without the presence of oxide interlayer 
was then tested to prove that the method we developed produced improved adhesion strength. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Substrate preparation 

Co-Cr-Mo alloy (ASTM F-75) with carbon content of 0.24 wt % was used as the substrate. The rod substrate was 
cut using a precision cutter into small disk samples with a diameter and thickness of 14 mm and 2 mm respectively. 
Prior to the oxidation process, all samples preparation were ultrasonically cleaned with acetone for 30 minutes, 
followed by steam cleaning and finally were dried using a stream of compressed air as described earlier [35]. The 
initial surface finish of all samples were made constant at Ra = 0.1 ± 0.02 μm by grinding them using #500 SiC grit 
paper to ensure variation in surface roughness will not significantly influence the adhesion strength of oxide layer on 
the substrate. 

2.2. Oxide interlayer generation and HA coating 

The oxidation process was carried out at 1050°C for 3 hours in a muffle furnace under atmospheric condition and 
left to cool for 4 hours. The heating/cooling rate was set constant at approximately 5°C/min. This process creates the 
formation of oxide interlayer, which was confirmed using scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis. Coating 
slurry was prepared by mixing 3 g of 75 μm grain sized HA powder into 10 ml of ethanol on a magnetic stirrer for 
24 hours at room temperature (27°C). There were two groups of samples in this experiment i.e, the group with and 
without oxide interlayer. All samples were dip-coated with HA slurry was withdrawn from the slurry at a rate of 200 
mm/min. The process (known as the dipping run) was repeated 4 times. Finally, HA coated substrates were sintered 
at three different temperatures 550°C, 650°C and 750°C for 1 hour at the heating/cooling rate of 1 °C/min.  

2.3. Characterization techniques 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine the surface morphology of the formed oxide interlayer 
and HA coating as well as their thickness on the substrates. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to characterize the 
phase composition of oxide layer and HA coating on the substrates.  
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2.4. Revetest scratch test 

Revetest scratch test was used to determine the adhesion strength of oxide interlayer and HA coatings on the 
substrate. A sphere conical diamond having radius of 200 μm and angle of 120° was used as a stylus. Scratches on 
the oxidized substrate were conducted at a constant load rate of 30 N/min. Samples were displaced at a constant 
speed of 1.36 mm/min with maximum scratched coating length of 2 mm. A different set of scratching parameter was 
applied for measuring adhesion strength of HA coatings. The constant load rate applied was 1 N/min and the 
samples were moved at a constant speed of 1 mm/min with the same scratch length. The critical load of HA coating 
and oxide interlayer were measured 3 times on each sample at different position and was determined based on the 
friction coefficient obtained from the friction force graphs. SEM was used to image the scratches to confirm the 
failure distance. 

2.5. Statistical analysis 

The student t-test method was used as the mean comparative analysis tool. Each set of HA grain size and critical 
load results obtained from two sets of sintering temperatures were compared statistically against null hypothesis. 
SPSS ver. 17.0 statistical package software was used to evaluate the data obtained and the probability value (p-
value) was set at <0.05 to be significant. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Oxidation phase characterization 

Fig. 1(a) shows the morphology of Co-Cr-Mo substrate after undergone the oxidation process at 1050°C for 3 
hours. The morphology of the particles appears blocky in shape with the size ranging from 100 nm to 700 nm. When 
compared to the images prior to oxidation, the increase in surface roughness was evident (0.1 μm vs. 1 μm). This 
may have been due to the increase in Cr2O3 grains size that is projecting towards the diffusion direction, thereby 
creating massive voids between them.  The cross sectional view of the oxidized substrate demonstrates three distinct 
layers: the outer layer, inner layer and metal substrate (Fig. 1(b)). Although, the outer layer appears solid and more 
compact, it is approximately 5 times thinner than the inner layer. This suggests that internal oxidation may have 
occurred in this alloy just below the Cr rich oxide layer (outer layer). The inner layer shows the presence of porosity 
and micro-cracks indicating that their structure is less compact than the outer layer. Similar finding was also 
reported by Karalli et. al when oxidation process using tungsten on Co-Cr alloy was performed [36].  Blau et. al also 
reported same observation when they oxidized cobalt based alloys at lower temperature (850°C) with longer time 
durations [37]. Their results showed that the intergranular cracks were propagating below the compact Cr2O3 layer 
similar as seen in this study. 
 

 
(a)                                                                                      (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) SEM micrographs of the oxidized HC Co-Cr-Mo sample prior to HA coating. (b) Cross-section image of oxidized HC Co-Cr-Mo 
1050oC for 3 hours. 
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3.2. HA coating characterization 

The surface morphologies of HA coatings on the substrate with and without oxidation were observed using SEM 
(Fig. 2 (a-d)). Although HA coatings were cracks in all substrates with or without oxide interlayer, a qualitative 
comparison showed that the substrate without oxide interlayer (Fig. 2d) had larger and severe cracks. This may have 
been attributed to the low cohesive strength between the HA coating itself and low adhesion strength between the 
coating and the substrate surface. It has been reported that HA coated on untreated and smooth substrate surface 
provides less gripping strength for the HA particles to anchor and therefore are easily cracks and delaminated from 
the substrate surface [38]. However, HA coating on oxidized substrates (Fig. 2b-c) has relatively lower and smaller 
cracks especially when sintering at higher temperatures (750°C). This is due to higher sintering temperature 
provided better chemical bonding and high densification of HA coating thus improved the adhesion strength [17]. 
HA grain size also is found to be increase when sintering temperature increase and appears to correlate with the 
reduction of cracks present on the coated substrate (Fig. 2c).  

 

 

Fig. 2 The surface morphology of the HA coated samples after undergone various sintering temperature (a) 550°C with interlayer, (b) 650°C with 
interlayer, (c) 750°C with interlayer and (d) 750°C without interlayer. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 3 (a) XRD patterns for various sintering temperatures. The most intense HA (Ca5(PO4)3(OH)) peaks are denoted by an asterisk *. (b) The 
variation of grain size as function of sintering temperature.  
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From the XRD patterns in Fig. 3(a), the calculated grain sizes revealed that the largest grain sizes (~76nm) is 
achieved when the composite is sintered at temperatures of 750°C, while the lowest (~36nm) is when it is sintered at 
550°C. The results can be obtained in Fig. 3(b) and the difference in grain size is significant as p<0.05 according to 
statistical analysis software. The grain size values were calculated using the Debye-Sherrer formula [38] as shown in 
Eq. (3):  

 
           (3) 

 
Where, d is the grain size, λ=0.1544 nm for wavelength of Cu Kα X-rays, and Δ2θ the full width at half maximum 

centered (FWHM) at angle 2θ (in radian). It is expected that grain size should be larger at higher sintering 
temperature than at lower sintering temperature. The degree of HA crystallization appears to increase with sintering 
temperature. The crystallization degree (XC) of the samples was calculated from the following relation Eq. (4): 

 

           (4) 

 
Where, V112/ 300 is the intensity of the hollow between (112) and (300) reflections, and I300 is the intensity of the 

reflection belonging to (300) plane [39]. The degree of the crystallization increased with the increase in the sintering 
temperature from 0.57, 0.6 and 0.75 at temperature 550°C, 650°C and 750°C respectively.  

These finding appears to support previous results [38, 40-42]. No other crystalline phase such as calcium 
carbonate or calcium oxide was present at temperature ranging from 550°C to 750°C. It has also been reported that 
HA decomposed into other phase such as α- and β-tetracalcium phosphate at the temperature of 800°C and above 
due to dehydroxylation and fully crystalline occurs at temperature above 500°C [43], due to this reason the sintering 
temperature was selected below this temperature.  

As can be seen from Figure 3(a), Cr2O3 phase diffraction peaks at temperature 650°C is narrower and had higher 
intensity compared to diffraction peaks at temperature 550°C. This evidence indicates that the grain size of 
polycrystalline chromium oxide (Cr2O3) increased with sintering temperature [40]. However, it is important to report 
that XRD patterns of substrate sintered at temperature 750°C shows weaker diffraction peaks of Cr2O3 compared to 
substrate sintered at 650°C. This phenomenon probably due to compact HA layer with larger grain size of HA have 
become as diffusion barrier to prevent oxygen from continuously react with chromium element. This result is in 
correlation with a report by Chen et. al who found that the oriented crystalline ZrN films with larger grain sizes 
provide a higher activation energy against Cu diffusion and can act as an excellent diffusion barrier for Cu up to 
800°C on silicon substrate [44].  

Additionally, the cross section of the HA coatings on unoxidized and oxidized Co-Cr-Mo substrates also were 
examined using the SEM, as shown in Fig. 4. According to the different atomic contrast of HA coatings and Co-Cr-
Mo substrate, the bright regions in Fig. 4 were determined as metal substrate, as well as the top outer regions which 
is dark regions is HA coatings. It is noted that with the increment of sintering temperature, the thickness of HA 
layers are decreasing rapidly while the thickness of oxide layers are increasing respectively. The thickness of HA 
layer after sintering at temperature ranging from 550°C to 750°C showed decrement from 50.18 ± 0.7 μm to 12.73 ± 
0.75 μm respectively. Although Cr2O3 formation at the interface between the HA layer and substrate might help to 
anchor the HA grain particles [15], but thicker HA layer at this stage might weaken this effect so that a lower 
adhesive strength is obtained. Similar results are observed in HA coating without oxide interlayer on the Co-Cr-Mo 
substrate as shown in Fig. 4(d). Even though in the cross-section images (Fig. 4 (a-c)), cracks and pores still 
presence in the HA coatings on oxidized substrate, but the chemical bonding of HA with the oxide interlayer 
showed better than without it. From Fig. 4(a), the cross-section SEM image revealed no cracks at the interface of 
HA coating and the oxide interlayer. This means that oxide interlayer have improved the adhesive strength of HA on 
the substrate surface. While, in Fig. 4(d) cross-section image clearly showed severe long cracks are distributed 
across the HA coating with weaker bonding strength between HA and the unoxidized substrate. Fig. 4(b) displays 
several small cracks were observed in the HA coating on oxidized substrate at sintering temperature of 650°C. 
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However, at this temperature the chemical bonding of HA with the interlayer is only partially crystallized. It is 
concluded that at sintering temperature 650°C might not be able to convert the coating to high quality of HA layer 
therefore higher sintering temperature is required. The cross-section image shown in Fig. 4(c) looks denser HA 
coating with porous surface after sintering at temperature 750°C. This is due to at high temperature the density of 
HA increased thus stronger agglomerates of HA occurred and become more compact with thinner HA thickness 
[45]. The formation of porous structure is useful to tailor HA coatings to the substrate thus, enhances the adhesion 
strength of the HA coatings [39]. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Cross-section image of HA coated substrate with interlayer sintered at various temperature, (a) 550°C with interlayer, (b) 650°C with 
interlayer, (c) 750°C with interlayer and (d) 750°C without interlayer. 

3.3. Adhesion strength of HA coatings 

Adhesion strength of HA coating was examined by Revertest scratch tester. The test measures the critical load 
required to remove the coating from the substrate at a constant speed with progressive load. The progressive load 
applied in this experiment was found sufficient to completely delaminate all HA coating layers deposited on Co-Cr-
Mo substrates. Graphs were plotted which record the changes in friction coefficient, friction force and normal loads 
during the scratch tests are represented in Fig. 5 (a-e). Normal load graphs increase linearly in all conditions which 
represent constant load increment of 1 N/min during scratching. This plot always appears in above friction 
coefficient (red colour) and friction forces (purple colour) graphs. The coating fails at the critical load range from 
1.04 to 1.34 N with sintering temperature from 550°C to 750°C respectively. The critical load of coating failure was 
determined by the software (Scratch test software, Version 4.33, Switzerland).  

The adhesion strength between the coating and substrate comes from two aspects, the mechanical interlocking 
and the chemical bonding. In current work, since the substrates had the same surface finish, the mechanical 
interlocking can be considered identical. Therefore, the increase in the adhesion strength is attributed to the stronger 
chemical bonds, which were developed at the coating-substrate interface during coating deposition process, 
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especially at the sintering stage. From the scratch test results obtained in this study, the incorporation of oxide 
interlayer with the increment of sintering temperature accompanies increased of scratch adhesion as illustrated in 
Fig 6. The difference in scratch results for all sintering temperature is significant as p<0.05. 

  

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 5 SEM image of scratch tracks along with graphs of friction coefficient, friction force and normal forces at various sintering temperature 
with and without interlayer, (a) 550°C with interlayer, (b) 650°C with interlayer, (c) 750°C with interlayer and (d) 750°C without interlayer, (e) 
Oxide interlayer at temperature 1050°C. 
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Fig. 6 The variation of critical load as function of sintering temperature. 

4. Conclusion 

The adhesion strength of HA coatings with and without oxide interlayer are characterized using SEM, XRD and 
scratch test. It was found that: 

 
1. The HA coatings prepared through sol-gel dip coating method demonstrate severe cracks surface morphology 

under various tested sintering temperature. However, at sintering temperature 750°C, the cracks surface were less 
and smaller compared to low sintering temperatures (550°C and 650°C). These results showed better adhesion 
strength of HA to Co-Cr-Mo substrate at higher temperature (above 700°C). 

2. Critical load, Lc was increased from 1.04 N to 1.34 N as well as grain sizes from 36 nm to 76 nm, when the 
sintering temperature increases up to 750ºC. The difference in Lc and grain sizes obtained in this study is 
significantly as p 0.05 according to statistical analysis software.  

3. The incorporation of oxide interlayer prior to HA coating proven to promote better anchorage for HA particles 
and minimized the cracks surface compared to HA coated on Co-Cr-Mo substrate without oxide interlayer. 

4. High Lc (8.63N) obtained for oxide interlayer proven that oxide layer have good adhesion to the substrate thus, 
promote better anchor for HA to adhere and more stable HA coating over time. 

5. The higher the sintering temperature will increase the fracture toughness of the HA coatings thus, increased the 
adhesion strength between HA coating and metal substrate. While, at lower sintering temperature (below 700°C) 
cracks surface were observed as means of low fracture toughness of the coatings.  

6. As the sintering temperature increased from 550°C to 750°C, it is found that the thickness of HA layers were 
decreased while the thickness of oxide layer increased rapidly.  

 
Further investigation on in-vitro test will be done to confirm that cells proliferation and toxicity level on HA 

coated with the presence of oxide interlayer in Co-Cr-Mo substrates. 
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